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ABSTRACT
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a process to recognize the handwritten or printed scanned text
with the help of a computer. Segmentation is an important task of any OCR as accuracy of overall OCR
system depends on the segmentation algorithm. Line segmentation of handwritten text documents is a very
crucial step in optical character recognition because every user has a different writing pattern and style.
Incorrect line segmentation leads to wrong results in word segmentation and finally in recognition. In
printed text, line segmentation is quite easy due to consistent pattern and style. While segmenting the
handwritten text documents into lines there are various problems that must be satisfied by the proposed
algorithm. The objective of this paper gives the review on various problems present in Line segmentation
of a handwritten document written in Gurumukhi Script by various authors.
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I. INTRODUCTION
O.C.R (optical character recognition) has been one of
the most challenging research areas in the fields of
image processing. The main aim of O.C.R. is to convert
the scanned documents into editable format. O.C.R helps
us to read and recognize the scanned documents. It
involves computer software designed to translate images
of typewritten text into machine-printed editable text, or
to translate pictures of characters into a standard
encoding scheme representing them in ASCII or
Unicode. If you scan a text document, you might want to
use optical character recognition (OCR) software to
translate image into text that you can edit. When a
scanner first creates an image from page, image is stored
in computer’s memory as a bitmap. A bitmap is a grid of
dots; one or more bits represent each dot. The job of
OCR software is to translate that array of dots into text
that computer can interpret as letters and numbers.
The typical phases of OCR system Pre-processing,
Segmentation and Recognition. The Pre-processing
phase includes the conversion of gray scale image into
binary, noise removal and skews detection and
correction.
Segmentation
phase
includes
the

segmentation of text image into lines, word and
characters. The final recognition phase consists of
feature extraction, selection and classification.
The main process of O.C.R is shown here

Line Segmentation
Line segmentation is a technique to extract lines from a
scanned document. Line segmentation in printed text is
much more easier than the handwritten text an in printed
text, there is a equal font size and equal line spacing
between the text lines which makes the text line
segmentation very much easier, but in handwritten text
document, text line segmentation is not that much easy
due to presence of some problems like to skewed,
overlapped lines and touching lines and also due to
different writing style of a writer.. Line segmentation is
a technique to extract number of lines and boundaries of
each line in any input image document before word and
character segmentation.
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The text line extraction commonly make two
assumptions: firstly gap between two neighbouring lines
is important and secondly, lines are acceptably straight.
Lines are segmented before word and character
segmentation. In this, lines are detected by scanning of
image in horizontal manner. Count the 0’s and 1’s here 0
means white 1 means black. Create a row histogram by
calculate total no of 1’s for detect the lines. When there
is all 0’s means there is no black pixel, it denotes a
boundary between two consecutive lines.
According to Text type, Line segmentation is
categorized into two parts: Machine Printed Text
Document and Handwritten Text Document Machine
printed text includes the materials such as books,
newspapers, magazines, documents. Machine printed
characters are uniform in height, width, and pitch
assuming the same font and size are used. Handwritten
text can be further divided into two categories: cursive
and hand printed script. Recognition of handwritten
characters is a much more difficult problem. Characters
in the handwritten text documents are non-uniform and
can vary greatly in size and style. Even characters
written by the same person can vary considerably. In the
location of characters is not predictable, nor the spacing
between them.
Gurumukhi Script
Gurumukhi script is the script used for writing Punjabi
language invention of Sikh Gurus. Writing style is from
left to right. Gurumukhi script composed of forty one
consonants, twelve vowels. Some characters in the form
of half characters are present in the feet of
characters .Gurumukhi script can be partitioned into
three horizontal zones that is upper zone, middle zone
and lower zone.
Some Definitions:
Baseline: A line that connects the lower part of
character bodies is known as baseline.
Middle line: A line that connects the upper parts of
character bodies is known as middle line
Upper line: A line that connects top of ascenders or
upper modifiers.
Lower line: A line that connects bottom of descenders
or lower modifiers
Upper Zone: The region above headline is called upper
zone. Vowels reside in this area.

Middle Zone is the area below the head line where the
consonants and some sub-parts of vowels are present.
Lower Zone : The area below the middle zone is
represented by lower zone. This is the part where some
vowels and certain half characters lie in the feet of
consonants.

Three zones of Gurumukhi word

Character Set of Gurumukhi Script
Literature Review
This section describes the work done carried out by the
various researchers in the field of handwritten text line
segmentation in OCR. A good research about problems
of segmentation according to three different zones like
Skewed, overlapped lines and touching lines and also
provide a review of methods of handwriting or printed
text line segmentation like projection profiles, Hough
transform, smearing method, fuzzy run length and many
others given in [1],[2].Feature extraction of Gurumukhi
script has shown and proposed methods and techniques
for this. A Survey by Pritpal Singh, Sumit Budhiraja.
This paper presents an overview of the various O.C.R.
systems for Gurumukhi [3]. In this paper author
discussed a new algorithm that can perform line
segmentation in handwritten text. This algorithm mainly
deals with skewed text but also with overlapping and
touching of characters based on projection profile
technique [4]. Namisha Modi proposed an algorithm can
segment skewed and touching lines of fixed size lines
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using Probable text line detection algorithm with 75%
result [5]. Summary of some other paper with results
S.
No.
1

2

3

4

shown in the form of table:-

Author
Technique
Name/Year
Used
Snehdeep / Mid Detection
2014
Algorithm

Problem
Limitation (Gaps)
Solved
Segment the
1. Algorithm works only
line
for fixed sized text
overlapped
lines
lines
and
2. Algorithm can segment
lines having
maximum two adjacent
connected
overlapped lines
components
3. Algorithm
doesn’t
with
fixed
work for broken parts
size
Amreen
Projection
Algorithm
1. Algorithm segment the
Sigh/2013
Profile
segment the
lines only of Fixed
Technique
skewed lines
Size
and isolated
2. Algorithm
cannot
lines
segment
overlapped
lines , touching lines
and lines containing
broken parts
Rajiv Kumar Top
down Algorithm
1. Algorithm
cannot
/2010
projection
can segment
segment
touching,
technique for the isolated
overlapping lines and
segmentation
lines words
lines containing broken
and
parts
characters
Rahul Garg Piecewise
/2014
projection
(Devanagri
profile method
Script)

Algorithm
can segment
isolated
lines
,
touching
lines,
and
overlapping
lines with the
fixed size

Problems During Line Segmentation
Due to unequal spacing between lines, Variability of
writing style, both between different writers and
between separate examples from the same writer
overtime, absence of focus, ill-advised learning about
language various problems are faced in segmentation of
handwritten document.
Line segmentation of
handwritten text document is a complex task because of
irregularities in geometrical properties such as line
height, width, and distance in between line.

Results
90%
(Overlapped
lines
having
fixed Size)

93%
(For
skewed
and
Simple Lines)

92% (For Line
Segmentation)
90% (For Word
segmentation)
88%
(For
Character
segmentation)
1. Works on fixed 91%
(for
sized line
Devanagri
2. Algorithm
can script)
segment isolated,
touching lines and
overlapping lines
of fixed size
3. Algorithm must be
improved
to
segment variable
sized lines

These problems are not present in printed text because in
case of printed documents, the lines are aligned properly
and all the characters have same width and height. In
line segmentation, free style handwriting text is
considered a complex and challenging task due to the
following characteristics.
1. Skewed Lines:- The lines of text that are not straight
as that of paper i.e. that are not parallel to paper header
are called skew lines. Skewed lines present in the text
can also have uneven spaces in between the adjacent
lines. The main problem of skewed lines is due to its
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non-straight gap with respect to the paper, due to which
horizontal profile projection technique got fail to
segment the skewed lines. Lines in the paragraph can be
skewed upward and downward due to variability of
writing styles of different writers. Upward Skew means
when while writing, the lines start going upwards and
Downward Skew is when line starts going downwards
while writing. The skewed text makes the document
analysis and segmentation more complex.

Skewed Lines
2. There is uneven space between lines, between words
and even between characters.

Connected Components
5. Overlapping :- Problem of overlapping lines and
characters becomes more complex due to unequal
spaces between neighbouring lines. Overlapping means
upper and lower modifiers and characters of one line
may cover the modifiers or characters of adjacent line.
Problem of overlapping can be considered as a sub
problem of touching problem. The only difference
between the touching problem and the overlapping is
that in touching problem only some pixels from one line
touch with base of the characters in the another line but
in case of problem of overlapping components a word or
a character may compeletly overwrite the word or
character of the adjacent line. In the overlapping lines, it
is quite difficult to separate the characters of words than
that of touching lines.

Overlapping

Unequal Spaces
3. Touching of adjacent lines:- in this problem, the
words in a line cross the zones of words in other lines.
Some authors, perform touching of the characters in a
single or multiple words from one line into another line
due to the writing style. Hence this creates an problem
for the segmentation algorithm to perform segmentation.

6. To calculate average height at which the connected
lines to be chopped as even in single document height of
a segment is not similar. Calculating right average
height was the tedious job.
7. Multi Script Document :- When a handwritten text
document contains more than one script then line
segmentation becomes challenging because each of the
script follows its own characteristics and those may not
match for the two. Due to different pattern and styles of
multiple scripts segmentation of text documents into
lines becomes a more difficult task.

Touching Lines
4. Connected Components :- Adjacent lines said to have
Connected components , when lower modifier of one
character connects with upper modifiers of next line due
to handwriting styles of different writers.
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Multi Script Document
8. Mixture of Handwritten and printed text: This usually
occurs in question papers and certain forms like bank
cheques, application and admission form etc . Following
figure explains this concept.

Mixture of printed and Hand written text

II. CONCLUSION
OCR is a technology that deals with text documents to
be converting them into E-Format. Line segmentation is
a very important part of the overall OCR process
because accuracy of other phases is highly dependent on
this phase. In this paper we focus on the various
problems occurs in the segmenting the handwritten text
into lines written in Gurumukhi script. Various problems
have been discussed with the help of examples
representing these problems. Literature survey of
previous authors has also be presented along with the
limitations and overall accuracy. Although various
algorithms and techniques has been presented by various
authors a more robust algorithm is required to perform
the segmentation of handwritten text documents into
lines by solving the problems which are discussed in this
paper.
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